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Abstract—Bitcoin and its decentralized computing paradigm for digital currency trading are one of the most disruptive technology in
the 21st century. This paper presents a novel approach to developing a Bitcoin transaction forecast model, DLForecast, by leveraging
deep neural networks for learning Bitcoin transaction network representations. DLForecast makes three original contributions. First, we
explore three interesting properties between Bitcoin transaction accounts: topological connectivity pattern of Bitcoin accounts,
transaction amount pattern, and transaction dynamics. Second, we construct a time-decaying reachability graph and a time-decaying
transaction pattern graph, aiming at capturing different types of spatial-temporal Bitcoin transaction patterns. Third, we employ node
embedding on both graphs and develop a Bitcoin transaction forecasting system between user accounts based on historical
transactions with built-in time-decaying factor. To maintain an effective transaction forecasting performance, we leverage the
multiplicative model update (MMU) ensemble to combine prediction models built on different transaction features extracted from each
corresponding Bitcoin transaction graph. Evaluated on real-world Bitcoin transaction data, we show that our spatial-temporal
forecasting model is efficient with fast runtime and effective with forecasting accuracy over 60% and improves the prediction
performance by 50% when compared to forecasting model built on the static graph baseline.
Index Terms—Network representation learning, large-scale and dynamic graph mining, transaction forecasting as a service
F
1 INTRODUCTION
LAUNCHED in 2009, Bitcoin is the first successful de-centralized cryptocurrency system with a number of
unique capabilities [1]. First, it allows users to create ac-
counts and transact with one another on the Bitcoin peer-to-
peer network in a decentralized fashion. There is no central
authority that oversees the cash flow within the system.
Second, it uses the Blockchain technology for secure com-
puting without centralized authority in an open networked
system. A Blockchain is a distributed database, which logs
an evolving list of transaction records by organizing them
into a hierarchical chain of blocks. The Blockchain is created
and maintained using a peer-to-peer overlay network and
secured through intelligent and decentralized utilization
of cryptography with crowd computing [2]. Third, it em-
ploys a proof-of-work consensus protocol to verify and
authenticate the transactions that are carried out in the
network. Bitcoin is becoming increasingly popular and is
widely recognized as the first successful example of the
cryptocurrency economy [3], [4]. Bitcoin transactions have
made publicly available since its inception. Most existing
research efforts have centered primarily on mining the sta-
tistical characteristics of the Bitcoin transactions. We argue
that it is also important, though more challenging, if we can
analyze the Bitcoin transactions collected to date to extract
the distinctive characteristics of Bitcoin transactions and
build Bitcoin transaction inference models for transaction
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forecasting, transaction tracking, and user identification, to
name a few. One way to learn the interesting transaction
patterns is to model the Bitcoin network as a big graph with
accounts (or nodes) in a Bitcoin network as vertices and
transactions conducted between two accounts as the edge
between two Bitcoin accounts (nodes).
In this paper, we present DLForecast, a Bitcoin transac-
tion forecasting system, by leveraging deep network repre-
sentation learning. Our goal is to predict transaction rela-
tionships among accounts on the Bitcoin network. Example
usage of such a forecasting system can be transaction pattern
discovery, fraud detection, account activity prediction, and
so forth. One approach to achieving our goal is to utilize
a deep neural network (DNN) to learn important hid-
den features among transactions on the Bitcoin transaction
graph, related accounts, transaction amounts, and temporal
and spatial transaction properties. The development of our
transaction forecasting DNN model consists of three main
tasks. First, we need to extract observable features from a
Bitcoin transaction dataset. There are three main challenges
for Bitcoin transaction feature extraction: (1) As of October
14th, 2019, there are more than 464,814,264 transactions
on 599,446 blocks, making the Bitcoin transaction a large
network to process. (2) Some of the transaction patterns in
the present days are quite different from those of 5 years
or 10 years ago. How to capture the up-to-date transaction
patterns for accurate analysis and prediction on demand
is a challenging problem. (3) Bitcoin transaction addresses
(accounts) have a short life span, and those transactions
happened in the past will have a very limited impact on
future transactions, and such influence also decays over
time. For example, a transaction happened 8 years ago often
has a negligible influence on the transaction patterns today.
Thus, it is also critical to “forget” and to “live in the mo-
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ment”. Motivated by these challenges, we extract observable
features of Bitcoin transactions by exploring spatiotempo-
ral information in the data. By statistically analyzing the
address connectivity pattern and the transaction Bitcoin
amount pattern, we build the time-decayed reachability
graph to represent the inter-account transaction reachability,
and the time-decayed transaction amount graph to repre-
sent the inter-account transaction Bitcoin amount. Both the
reachability patterns and transaction amount patterns play
an important role in the Bitcoin transaction forecasting task.
The second stage of DLForecast development is to utilize
node embedding [5] to map the transaction account rela-
tions into a condensed vector space, and build the Bitcoin
transaction forecasting system by training a neural network
with the extracted transaction account vectors. The goal
is to link the current transaction pattern (in the form of
embedding) between two accounts to the probability of the
transaction. The dynamics of bitcoin transactions make it
challenging to build a once-for-all transaction predictor due
to the changing transaction pattern and the short life span
of bitcoin transaction accounts. We set up a time slot for the
transaction prediction model update. At the beginning of
each time slot, we fine-tune the trained forecasting system
with transactions and accounts in the previous time slot. By
promoting such an on-the-fly evolution of the forecasting
model, we provide a reasonably high forecasting accuracy.
The third and final stage of the DLForecast development
is to combine multiple transaction pattern graphs con-
structed using different types of extracted features. Due
to the changing dynamics of Bitcoin transactions, neither
the time-decayed reachability graph nor the time-decayed
transaction amount graph is capable of capturing different
transaction patterns alone. Namely, no single feature graph
can outperform all others. This motivates us to develop
mechanisms that can combine different graphs constructed
from different sets of the extracted features.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper
applying DNN models on forecasting Bitcoin transactions
using the real-world Bitcoin transaction data. In summary,
the paper makes three contributions. First, we capture the
transaction reachability of user accounts and Bitcoin trans-
action amount patterns to provide a unique understanding
of the spatiotemporal dynamics of Bitcoin transactions. Sec-
ond, we develop DLForecast, a Bitcoin transaction forecast-
ing system. The proposed system evolves on-the-fly and
is capable of predicting how likely the two accounts will
make transactions in the near future. Third but not the
last, we apply the Multiplicative Model Updates (MMU) en-
semble to combine prediction models trained over different
transaction features extracted from the bitcoin transaction
graph. The ensemble ensures the stable yet competitive
performance of the proposed Bitcoin transaction forecasting
system. We achieve accuracy of over 60% on the future
transaction forecasting and improve the performance by
more than 50% when compared to the forecast model built
on the static graph baseline.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides the related work. Section 3 presents a statistic
analysis on the Bitcoin transaction dataset and Section 4 dis-
cusses the design and evaluation of the Bitcoin transaction
forecast system. We show the performance improvement of
the Bitcoin transaction forecast with the MMU ensemble in
Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.
2 RELATED WORK
The DLForecast development is inspired by two orthogonal
research threads: (1) Statistic characterization of the Bitcoin
transaction dataset. (2) Graph Mining.
Statistical characterization of Bitcoin transaction data.
Most of the existing work on the statistical analysis of
Bitcoin transaction data falls into this category. [6] analyzed
Bitcoin transactions carried out until May 2012 and discov-
ers that a massive number of transactions only involve a
small number of Bitcoins and only a few transactions move
a large amount of money. [7] analyzed the transaction graph
until May 2013, identified an initial phase of growth of
the Bitcoin network, and measured network characteristics,
temporal patterns, and the wealth accumulation over time.
[8] studied Bitcoin transaction user graph until December
2015, analyzed the time evolution of Bitcoin network, and
verified the rich get richer conjecture, i.e., a user with higher
balance or number of incoming transactions with respect to
other users in the network tends to accumulate even higher
balance or more incoming transactions over time. [9] studied
the trust and rating of the bitcoin transaction networks,
predicted the polarity of each rating, and forecasted whether
a user will rate another one in the next time step. In recent
years, [10], [11], [12] utilize the Bitcoin transaction graph
data to make Bitcoin price prediction. However, none of the
existing work, to the best of our knowledge, has developed a
DNN-model-based transaction forecasting system. Example
predictions include the likelihood of making a transaction
between two accounts, or which account is the most likely
to conduct a transaction with a given account.
Graph Mining. The recent progress on representation
learning has extended to complex structures, like networks
and graphs. Node embedding on static graphs aims to map
the structural information pertaining to a node to produce
a low-dimensional representation. Various techniques such
as random walks [5], [13], matrix factorization [14], edge-
sampling [15], and structure learning [16] have been ex-
plored for graph mining. Alternatively, convolutional neural
networks are used to build GCN (Graph Convolutional
Networks) and to capture the hidden relations between
nodes and edges of a graph [9], [17], [18], [19]. GCN-based
embedding and transaction prediction are beyond the scope
of this paper and can be considered as future work. Graph
embedding can be used for many applications, such as com-
munity detection [20], [21], anomaly detection [22], graph
clustering [23], and link prediction [24], [25]. However, these
approaches can only work with static graphs and fail to
use temporal information to handle evolving graphs. Many
real-world graphs, such as social networks, are evolving.
For example, new links can form in a citation network (e.g.,
when new colleagues are hired or joined the project) and old
links may disappear (e.g., when colleagues left the project
or the organization). Recently, dynamic network embedding
approaches are proposed to study graphs that evolve [25],
[26], [27], [28], [29]. However, many existing representation
learning techniques for dynamic graphs assume that graph
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dynamics evolve at a single time scale process. [30] consid-
ers two distinct dynamic processes: topological evolution
and node interaction evolution at different time scales.
Existing dynamic graph techniques can be categorized into
two approaches: discrete-time approach and continuous-
time approach. The former approach observes the evolution
of a dynamic graph as a collection of static graph snapshots
over time [26] and the latter models the dynamic graph at a
finer time granularity.
Given that the Bitcoin transaction graph is highly dy-
namic with continuously incoming transactions and new
accounts, we propose to leverage dynamic node embedding
techniques to explore the hidden transaction patterns in the
Bitcoin transaction graph and to forecast future transactions
between accounts. To incorporate richer transaction dynam-
ics, we consider features that are intrinsic in the Bitcoin
Transaction: short yet diverse length of the user accounts
life span and local transaction pattern that only appears in a
short period. Motivated by [31], we represent the dynamic
graphs as a collection of snapshots, apply static embedding
algorithms to each snapshot, and update the resulting static
embedding across time steps.
Unlike many existing graph embedding approaches con-
sidering only a single timescale or a single feature, [32], [33],
[34] inject hierarchical or multi-scale feature extraction to
learn a better representation of the graph. These features
are either focused only on the (spatial) graph scale or on
the (temporal) time-changing scale. Different from these
papers, we combine different spatial and temporal features
to capture the dynamics in Bitcoin transactions. Due to the
high dynamics of the Bitcoin transaction and the changing
transaction pattern, which embedding feature has the best
ability to capture transaction pattern varies over time. In
a dynamic environment, we iteratively choose transaction
forecasting models constructed from embedding from dif-
ferent Bitcoin transaction features without knowledge of
the future. A cost(correct or incorrect forecasting) would
be paid based on the forecasting decision and the observed
outcome. In both game theory and machine learning liter-
ature, a host of algorithms are proposed to make decisions
that are nearly as well as the best single decision in hind-
sight [35], [36], [37]. While most of these works are based
on the assumption of a fixed outcome distribution, e.g. the
transaction pattern of the accounts does not change over
time and therefore multiple fixed prediction models can
be used to explore different patterns as each model is an
expert in predicting a certain type of node relations(sparse
or dense, for example). However, the Bitcoin transaction
graph is highly dynamic, and transaction pattern changes
over time. In this case, the underlying outcome distribution
changes. For example, nodes with sparse connections tend
to have more transactions in the past and may tend to stay
inactive recently. Consequently, a good forecasting model
for such nodes in the past may not be effective now due to
the changing transaction behavior of the node. Therefore, it
is inappropriate to keep a fixed set of forecasting models.
Online portfolio management algorithms should be applied
to keep a dynamic choice of the forecasting models in the
changing environment [38], [39], [40].
# blocks 508,241
# accounts 297,816,881
# transactions 298,325,122
# sender-receiver pairs 2,536,261,805
TABLE 1: Statistics of the Bitcoin transaction dataset
3 BITCOIN DATASET AND ITS STATISTIC ANALYSIS
We first provide an introduction to the real-world Bitcoin
transaction dataset and demonstrate three key features:
reachability pattern, transaction amount pattern, and dy-
namics.
3.1 Introduction to the Bitcoin transaction dataset
We consider a Bitcoin transaction dataset [41] containing
298,325,122 Bitcoin transactions in the first 508241 blocks,
i.e. from Jan 3rd 2009 to Feb 9th, 2018. There are four fields
in the data format:
〈txid, in addr, out addr,weight〉
Txid is the index of the transaction. Within one txid, a
transaction with inputs from m distinct sender addresses
(in addr) and outputs to n distinct receiver addresses
(out addr) is processed to m × n directed edges. While
one address can be considered as one account and one
user can have multiple accounts for transactions, there are
297,816,881 unique accounts in 298,325,122 transactions. The
edges are weighted according to the Bitcoin values trans-
ferred between accounts. Note that addresses that could
not be decoded in the aforementioned dataset are labeled
with a special address value of −1. The number of Bitcoins
transferred is written in Satoshis, i.e., 10−8 Bitcoin. Note that
the dataset does not include any information on transaction
fees nor mining transactions (transactions with zero inputs).
For Transaction forecasting, the transaction fee and the
mining reward should be processed separately. We provide
the statistics in Table 1.
We make two key observations that are essential to
the subsequent analysis and task of transaction forecast-
ing between accounts. (1) Since each transaction involves
m senders and n receivers, one txid involves multiple
sender-receiver pairs. In total, there are 2,536,261,805 sender-
receiver pairs in 298,325,122 transactions. When defining
new addresses as those that are not in the existing graph
and old addresses as those that are already in the graph, we
observe that 60.62% of the pairs are old addresses sending
to other old addresses. 39% of the pairs are old addresses
sending Bitcoins to new addresses. 0.263% of the pairs are
new addresses sending to old addresses. And 0.104% are
new addresses sending to new addresses. (2) An address is
designed to be a single-use token, meaning that the address
is used in only one transaction. However, people do not
change their transaction address as frequently so that some
account IDs would appear in multiple transactions. The
life span of the Bitcoin address allows us to forecast trans-
actions in a limited period. As no existing graph mining
method can handle the complex transactions between m-
senders and n-receivers, we will use sender-receiver pairs
for our study instead of transactions. In other words, we will
forecast sender-receiver pairs in future transactions using
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first 100k latest 100k
#pairs #transactions #accounts #pairs #transactions #accounts
time1 10006 560 8247 10013 719 6153
time2 20013 4232 14396 20310 1546 9659
time3 30001 7756 23658 30004 2010 11558
time4 40001 12505 31907 40001 3503 17072
time5 50002 17446 37729 53069 4228 21198
time6 60002 22195 44479 60077 5858 26454
time7 70001 27508 49187 70005 6708 32401
time8 80001 31533 56430 83246 8418 38138
time9 90323 35422 63065 90090 9584 41699
time10 100824 39010 69971 100045 10013 50441
TABLE 2: Reachability of the Bitcoin transaction subsets
the features extracted from sender-receiver pairs in existing
transactions.
By the anonymity design of the Blockchain, the identity
of Bitcoin users cannot be verified unless we have external
ground truth information from the real world. Based on
the assumption that addresses that appeared together in a
single transaction can be considered as from one user, [10]
applies the Union-Find algorithm to link addresses that are
expected to belong to the same user. However, the assump-
tion would depreciate as indicated in [6]: It would either
suffer from underestimation in which different addresses
that belong to the same user do not necessarily appear in
the same transaction or overestimation in which addresses
within one transaction do not necessarily belong to the
same user. Besides, some newly proposed chain [42] even
purposely obfuscate transactions from a single entity. Since
[6] shows that statistics in the contracted entity graph is very
similar to the original address graph, we do not verify the
ownership of the addresses but only use the address graph
to forecast transactions.
3.2 Reachability, Dynamics, and Transaction Pattern
We present three key features of the Bitcoin transaction data:
reachability, dynamics, and transaction amount pattern.
Reachability describes the topological connectivity pattern
of Bitcoin accounts on how different accounts do transac-
tions, or how different nodes are connected in the Bitcoin
transaction graph. For example, two accounts that never
make transactions with each other will not be connected
with an edge in the graph. Transaction amount pattern
shows how much Bitcoin is sent or received in a transaction
and it can be considered as the weight attribute of the
reachability edge. The dynamics of the Bitcoin transaction
data indicates the frequency of the transaction and reflect
the activeness and the life duration of the Bitcoin accounts.
While these features are not unique for the Bitcoin trans-
action data but to all dynamic graphs, they reveal the
transaction behavior of Bitcoin users.
For ease of representation and analysis, we consider two
representative subsets of the full Bitcoin transaction data:
the first 100824 sender-receiver pairs from 39,010 transac-
tions in 38,708 blocks at the beginning of the Bitcoin launch
(from Jan 3rd, 2009 to Feb 6th, 2010) and the latest 100045
sender-receiver pairs from 10,013 transactions in 6 blocks at
the end of the dataset (from 9:37 am to 10:56 am on Feb
8th, 2018). The two subsets are sampled from completely
different periods of time and demonstrate very different
node reachability patterns. With approximately 10k sender-
receiver pairs as the interval, we provide the statistics of
sender-receiver pairs, transactions, and accounts in Table 2.
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Fig. 1: Increase of #accounts and #transactions in 100k
sender-receiver pairs from inception of Bitcoin and the latest
of the dataset
(a) First 100k (b) Latest 100k
Fig. 2: Bitcoin transaction amount pattern: #Bitcoins per
sender-receiver pair
The increasing popularity of the Bitcoin has increased both
the average number of sender-receiver pairs in a transaction
and the total number of transactions per block. To be spe-
cific, it takes 39010 transactions and 38708 blocks to have
100k sender-receiver pairs at the inception of Bitcoin and
it takes 10013 transactions and 6 blocks at the end of the
provided dataset. Meanwhile, the total number of 50441
accounts in 10013 transactions at the end of the dataset is
much denser than the 69971 accounts in 39,010 transactions.
We visualize the trend in Figure 1. The complex relation-
ship between m-senders and n-receivers at the end of the
dataset makes the latest 100k sender-receivers more difficult
to process than the first 100k pairs. Note that partitioning
timestamp using the number of sender-receiver pairs is just
one way. Other time-series information can also be explored,
such as partition using actual time, e.g. by the hour, the
day, or the week, and using the number of transactions, e.g.
every 100 transactions.
The transaction amount pattern is another interesting
feature of the Bitcoin transaction. In Figure 2, we show that
(1) the number of Bitcoins transferred between accounts
changes over time; (2) there are some local features in the
Bitcoin transaction amount, e.g. low transaction amount
during the first 40,000 to 50,000 sender-receiver pairs. (3)
transactions with an extremely large number of Bitcoins are
rare. The average transaction amount of 93.7 Bitcoins in the
first 100k sender-receiver pairs is higher than the averaging
0.58 Bitcoins in the latest 100k, showing some difference
in transaction amount pattern in the two subsets. (4) the
Bitcoin amount in most transactions would fall into some
space, i.e. ≤ 100 Bitcoins in the first 100k sender-receiver
pairs and ≤ 10 Bitcoins in the latest 100k sender-receiver
pairs. We demonstrate the distribution of the Bitcoin amount
in Figure 3.
Besides the reachability and transaction pattern features,
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Original Table2
36.1%
13.5%
44.3%
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last 100k
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<1, 67.7%
[1,10), 
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[10,100), 
0.8%
[100,2000)
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≥2000, 
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last 100k
Fig. 3: Bitcoin transaction amount frequency in the sender-
receiver subset: first 100k sender-receiver pairs and the latest
sender-receiver pairsfig 1
time t
evolve
time t’
accounts active in 
transaction before time t
accounts active in transaction 
during time t to t’
active 
transactions
Inactive transaction 
during time t to t’
Fig. 4: Illustration of Bitcoin transaction dynamics: new
addresses and new transactions emerge while previous
transaction addresses become inactive
dynamics is another key feature of the Bitcoin transaction.
When each address is considered as one node, and each
sender-receiver pair represents an edge in the graph, we
illustrate the evolving dynamics of the Bitcoin transaction in
Figure 4. During time t to time t′, which is some time later
than time t, new transactions with new accounts are injected
to the graph and some previous addresses and transactions
become inactive. If the life span of the address runs out,
the nodes will no longer be involved in any transactions
and can be deleted. We observe that the length of the life
span depends on the frequency of transactions. In particular,
the life span of a Bitcoin address is longer at the inception
period than the life span right now as transactions are more
frequent today.
4 DYNAMIC BITCOIN TRANSACTION FORECAST-
ING
Due to the highly dynamic transaction pattern of the bitcoin
transactions, it is challenging to leverages these dynamics
while exploiting the historical transaction data for future
transaction forecasting. In this section, we first elaborate the
construction of the time-decaying reachability graph and the
time-decaying transaction amount graph from the Bitcoin
transaction data while considering the network dynamics.
Then, we demonstrate how to perform node embedding
on the constructed graphs and how to build the Bitcoin
transaction forecasting model using neural networks. Initial
experiment results are provided to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed forecasting techniques.
4.1 Spatiotemporal Graph Construction
A graph G = {V,E} has N = |V | number of vertices and
E number of edges. A straightforward way to construct the
Bitcoin transaction graph is considering sender addresses
and receiver addresses as nodes, sender-receiver pairs as
edges, and Bitcoin amount as weight. Since one address
may involve in multiple transactions, there can be multiple
single-direction edges from the sender vertex to the receiver
vertex over time. Besides, the role of the sender and the
receiver can also switch. As no graph mining algorithm can
process such complicate repeated, weighted and directed
connectivity between nodes, it is natural to simplify the
problem.
To extract observable transaction features from the Bit-
coin transaction data, we model the Bitcoin transaction
data using two types of spatial relations between a pair of
accounts. At first, we take advantage of the number of trans-
actions between two accounts and build a reachability graph
where the edge weight wti = 0 when there is no connection
between two accounts and wti = 1 as long as there is a
connection. ti presents the timestamp. Similarly, we make
use of the number of Bitcoins sent between two accounts
and build a transaction pattern graph. Edge weight of the
transaction pattern graph wti = 0 when there is no Bitcoin
sent between two accounts, edge weight wti = 1 when the
number of Bitcoins falls into the frequent transaction range
(for example,≤ 10 Bitcoins in the latest 100k sender-receiver
pairs), and edge weight wti = 0.5 when the number of
Bitcoins falls into the occasional transaction range. In both
graphs, the weight is designed to describe the transaction
behavior of two nodes. Accordingly, the forecasting task in
this paper would focus on the sender-receiver pair between
two accounts rather than the transaction betweenm-senders
and n-receivers. Both simplified graphs are undirected and
so the forecasting concerns only on the probability of two
accounts that may transact but does not indicate the sender-
receiver relationship.
To capture the dynamics in Bitcoin transactions, we
further incorporate temporal evolving information between
a pair of accounts by a time-decay factor α. Assuming
the time period of the data collection is divided into m
periods, we use αt−∆t = 12∆t in our first Bitcoin trans-
action forecasting prototype. The opt-out threshold is a
hyperparameter, which is tunable over time. Opt-out means
that an account in the form of node is deleted from the
graph due to its inactivity or its overall short lifespan of
the account in Bitcoin transactions. The opt-out threshold of
0.125 is empirically chosen given the dynamic of the Bitcoin
transactions, indicating that if there is no new transaction for
a given account in consecutively 3 periods, we will delete
the account from the graph due to the limited lifespan of
the accounts in Bitcoin transaction. In short, the edge weight
on the constructed time-decayed reachability graph and the
time-decayed transaction pattern graph is formulated as
Wt(u, v) = αt−t0wt0 +αt−t1wt1 + ...+αt−tmwtm +wt. (1)
Note that this threshold is set to accommodate the dynamic
transaction pattern of the Bitcoin transactions and it does
not necessarily to be fixed. We also take a static graph as the
baseline. The static graph only considers the topology of the
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(a) Indegree distribution (b) Outdegree distribution
Fig. 5: Transaction pattern power-law: indegree and outde-
gree for the first 100k sender-receiver pairs
transaction data and only capture if there is a transaction
between two accounts but not how often or how much
amount. For all three graphs, we forecast that given two
accounts (addresses) at time t, how likely they are to trade
in the near future, namely from time t to time t+ tm.
While we represent the dynamic graph as a collection
of snapshots on whole-data, stratified random sampling of
the original data can work with a much smaller dataset and
provide forecasting. However, since the Bitcoin transaction
is highly dynamic and the lifespan of a single transaction
address varies, multiple time-decay factors are used to learn
the transaction patterns on-the-fly. With whole-data, we
dynamically evaluate the impact of recent transactions and
past transactions at each time-step and train the prediction
model accordingly. Although applying stratified random-
sampling directly may not capture such a dynamic trans-
action pattern, it can be another way of investigating the
Bitcoin transaction data.
4.2 Node Embedding in Dynamic Transaction Graph
A primary tool to analyze Bitcoin transaction relations is
the N × N adjacency matrix, in which N is the number
of accounts in the graph. Each column and each row in
the matrix present a node. Non-zero values in the matrix
indicate that two nodes are connected. While many graph
mining algorithms fit the entire adjacency matrix in memory,
it is intractable when there are a large number of nodes
in the graph. To scale the processing of large-scale Bitcoin
transaction graph, we seek to use more compressed repre-
sentation with richer features beyond the sparse adjacency
matrix. We appeal to graph embedding, which maps the
node relations into a much more condensed format using a
vector space model.
The idea of putting graph data into compressed embed-
ding is inspired by the fact that the indegree and outdegree
of the Bitcoin accounts in the transaction graph follow the
power-law distribution as shown in Figure 5. The power
law indicates that most of the Bitcoins are held by a few
accounts while most of the accounts last briefly and make
transactions with a very small amount of the Bitcoin. Similar
to the word frequency in natural language, which also
follows the power-law distribution that there are only a
few words that are frequently used, the task of forecasting
if two nodes are more likely to have a transaction can be
modeled as finding two words that are prone to co-appear.
Transaction address:
1Mz7153HMuxXTuR2R1t78mGSdzaAtNbBWX
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
…
0
0
input 
vector
WN×Embed
0.025
0.801
‐0.612
‐0.301
…
embedding 
layer
WEmbed×N
0
0.1
0.2
0.5
0
0
0
0
0.1
0
…
0.1
0
output layer
Softmax classifier
Transaction probability 
distribution of a given 
address to another address
One‐hot encoding of 
a given address
After training, we extract 
the representation here.
addr 1
addr 2
addr 3
addr 4
addr 5
addr 6
addr 7
addr 8
addr 9
addr 10
…
addr N‐1
addr N
addr 1
addr 2
addr 3
addr 4
addr 5
addr 6
addr 7
addr 8
addr 9
addr 10
…
addr N‐1
addr N
Fig. 6: Skip-Gram deep learning model architecture
The short random walks for a specific node on the graph
can be modeled as sentences containing a specific word.
Since words that are semantically similar are used in similar
contexts and these embedding encode the semantic meaning
of words such that semantically similar words will lie close
to each other in that vectors space, accounts that make
transactions more often would have a closer representation
in low-dimensional vector space.
There are 2 steps in node embedding: random walk
and word2vec. Similar to [31], we run a temporal random
walk algorithm as step 1. When new edges (u, v) arrive at
timestamp t, we update all walks ending at node u with a
decay factor as described in equation 1. For computational
efficiency, walks are deleted if their time-decayed weight
becomes very small, e.g., the threshold of 0.125 as indicated
in previous sections. We generate 10 randoms walks for
each account, to build the context of that account and each
random walk has a multi-hop length of 40. Note that the
performance of DLForecast is dependent of the choice of
these parameters. When the number of random walks is
too small and the length of the walk is too short, the
generated embedding may have an incomplete and biased
representation of the node relation. We take the embedding
parameter setting from [5] due to the similar scale of social
networks and Bitcoin transaction networks.
In step 2, the Skip-Gram algorithm is used to map the
one-hot encoded representation of the node in the graph
to the hidden embedding space. As illustrated in Figure 6,
Skip-Gram is performed using a neural network model with
one hidden layer. The input vector is represented as a one-
hot vector with N components, one for each account in the
account list. A “1” is in the position corresponding to a given
address (addr 7 in the example), and 0s are in all of the other
positions. The output of the network is also a single vector
with N components, indicating the transaction probability
distribution of all addresses given an address. The embed-
ding size E equals the dimension of the hidden layer. We
choose the embedding dimension of 128 empirically due
to the similar size of the social networks and the Bitcoin
transaction graph. The network is trained on address pairs
sampled from the random walks: {target address, context
address}. During training, the input is a one-hot vector
representing the target address and the output is a one-
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Fig. 7: The training workflow of Bitcoin transaction forecast. At the beginning of each time slot, the TXs prediction model
is onlinely updated using the transaction data from the previous slot.
hot vector representing the context address. When evalu-
ating, the output vector will be a probability distribution of
all possible transaction addresses given an address. While
constructing the Bitcoin transaction forecasting model, we
take the embedding representation in the hidden layer to
represent a given address.
4.3 Constructing Transaction Forecasting Model
The deep forecasting model is formed by several successive
layers of neurons from the input data to the output. Each
layer can be formulated as fi = hi(Wix+bi), whereW and
bi indicate the weight matrix and bias vector, i ≥ 1 denotes
the ith layer and hi(·) denotes the non-linear activation
function. We use i = 3 in our prototype. h() is the ReLU
function and X is comprised of the concatenation of two
128-dimension embedding for the two accounts. We lever-
age the transaction information up to time t and forecasts
the existence probability of a transaction between address
u and v, i.e., the probability of an edge (u, v) appear in the
Bitcoin transaction graph, from time t to time t+ tm.
The training will not be scalable if we use all existent and
nonexistent edges because existent edges are substantially
fewer than nonexistent ones. Hence, negative sampling is
introduced to balance the number of existent and nonex-
istent edges in both training and test data. To be specific,
let Pt and P¯t be the ground truth label for existent and
nonexistent edges at time t and let ytu,v be the probability
of a future transaction for the binary label: with or without
a transaction. The cross-entropy loss ltu,v of the forecasting
model can be defined as
∀(u, v) ∈ Pt, P¯t, ltu,v = −Pt log(ytu,v)− P¯t log(1− ytu,v)
We provide the bitcoin transaction forecast procedure
in Figure 7. We train the forecasting model at the end of
each time slot (or at the beginning of a new time slot)
when all ground truth transaction labels within the time
slot are revealed. Note that unless the starting period, only
fine-tuning is performed to accommodate new transaction
patterns and there is no need to train the new forecasting
model from scratch.
We consider an interval of 10k sender-receiver pairs,
meaning that we make node embedding every 10k sender-
receiver pairs. Specifically, we use embedding generated
from pairs 0-10k (from time 0 to time 1) to train a neural
network model for forecasting in time 1 to time 2 (pair 10k-
20k). Then at the end of time 2, we generate embedding
on pair 10k-20k to fine-tune the neural network and use
the new prediction model to forecast sender-receiver pairs
from time 2 to time 3. Since there are 10 partitions for each
subset of the data, we use t1 to t9 to represent the point-of-
time in the temporal partitions of the Bitcoin dataset. T1 is
the end of time 1 and t9 is the end of time 9. We evaluate
the forecasting performance of Bitcoin transactions using
accuracy and f1-score. Accuracy reported at t1 is trained
using the graph in partition time 1 and tested on data in
time 2. Accuracy at t9 is trained on weighted data from time
1-time 9 and tested on data in time 10.
accuracy. percentage of both positive samples indicating
a transaction between two nodes and negative samples de-
noting no transaction between two nodes that are correctly
predicted. It is formulated as tp+tn(#total) where tp is the number
of true positives and tn is the number of true negatives.
f1 score. the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall:
f1 = 2∗precision∗recallprecision+recall . Precision is the ratio
tp
(tp+fp) where
fp the number of false positives. Recall is the ratio tp(tp+fn)
where fn the number of false negatives.
We provide the experiment results in Figure 8. Both
forecasting models constructed by using the time-decayed
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Fig. 8: Transaction forecasting accuracy
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Fig. 9: F1 score of transaction forecasting
reachability graph and the time-decayed transaction amount
graph are able to achieve accuracy over 60%, demonstrat-
ing the ability to correctly forecast transactions between
accounts. However, the uncertainty of address life span and
the evolving transaction pattern hinder further improve-
ment in forecasting accuracy. The former would cause sit-
uations where one of the two accounts with frequent trans-
actions disappears and the latter could result in cases where
accounts in a small transaction community in the past may
start transactions with new accounts recently. As shown
in Figure 9, we also achieve a reasonably high f-1 score.
Again the results indicate that the proposed transaction
forecasting model maintains good accuracy for predicting
both the existence of transactions between accounts and the
non-existent transactions between accounts.
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9
static 125 506 1052 1539 1947 2280 2753 3262 3765
reachability 10.5 22.9 34.7 45.8 58.1 69.5 81.3 92.6 105.2
amount 11.7 23.4 35.2 47.2 58.9 70.7 82.7 94.4 106.1
TABLE 3: Runtime measurement of training node embed-
ding for Bitcoin transaction graph. Time is measured in
seconds.
The experiment shows that dynamic embedding of the
Bitcoin transaction graph is always beneficial. When only
concerning if two nodes are connected or not without any
time evolution information, the transaction forecasting per-
formance of the baseline static graph is close to random
guess, showing the strength of the constructed enhanced
time-decay graphs. Since the static graph considers the em-
bedding of all accounts at each time slot, Table 3 shows that
the training time for embedding the two dynamic graphs is
much shorter than embedding the static graph due to the
ability of ”forget” in dynamics graphs. The training time for
different time-decaying graphs is approximately the same.
The test time for all three graphs is approximately 0.7s.
Blockchain ledgers can grow very large over time. The
Bitcoin blockchain currently requires around 200 GB of
storage, and it doubles or triples the size when putting them
into the memory for graph representation learning. Instead
of mining over the entire history of Bitcoin transaction
data, we choose the two subsets that represent two extreme
cases that we want to study: sporadic and frequent, one at
the beginning and the other at the latest time. We study
the forecasting over the temporal partitions of the Bitcoin
transaction data, between the two timeframes, over 9-10
years. First, we want to build the temporal sequences of
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transaction datasets, aiming to evaluate the effectiveness of
our Bitcoin transaction forecasting system. By using the first
dataset, we build a model to learn to predict the next in the
sequence of our datasets. This will allow us to show how we
utilize graph representation learning models to capture the
temporal and spatial patterns of Bitcoin transactions over
the span of the 9-10 years between the two timeframes.
Second, we also want to utilize the temporal partitions of
transaction data between the two timeframes over the 9-
10 years to explore some general patterns. We report our
findings in Figure 9, Figure 8, and Table 3. Our experimen-
tal evaluations were performed over two 100k-transaction
datasets separated by 9-10 years. We use t1 to t9 in Figure
8 and Figure 9 as the set of point-of-time in the temporal
partitions of the Bitcoin-dataset. In fact, any dataset partition
of transactions, occurred during the 9-10 years between the
two periods represented by the two chosen subsets, are quite
similar to either of the two, and thus the proposed system
is directly applicable to them. Consider two accounts, say
A1 and A2, have direct transaction relationship in the latest
dataset, and account A1 also appeared in the earlier dataset,
one can trace the temporal sequence of datasets over the
9-10 years to gain some understanding on how, when and
through which other accounts that facilitate account A1 and
account A2 to start transactions. Since the impact of past
transactions on each account decays differently, omitting
historical transactions can lead to inaccuracy in prediction.
5 ENSEMBLE WITH PORTFOLIO SELECTION
In previous experiments, we observe that the behavior of
the Bitcoin transactions is highly time-sensitive. Each of
the time-decayed reachability graph and the time-decayed
transaction amount graph has its own strength in transac-
tion forecasting at different time periods during the data
collection. Since the transaction pattern changes over time
and the forecasting performance relies heavily on the data
itself, no single method can outperform all others. Therefore,
we provide a portfolio-based ensemble to decide which
combo of forecasting models to use to reduce performance
variance and maintain a stable yet competitive forecasting
performance.
In an online decision setting, we iteratively choose
transaction forecasting models constructed from embedding
from different Bitcoin transaction features without knowl-
edge of the future. For each pair of addresses i = 1, 2, · · · ,,
the decision-maker chooses a forecasting model fk, 1 ≤ k ≤
K from the model set {f1, ..., fK} where K denotes the size
of the forecasting model set. Then, a cost function L(f tk)
is presented. When the outcome distribution is fixed, the
performance measure of such online decision problem is
defined as regret: the accumulated difference between the
cost of the chosen decision and the best decision L(f t∗) in
hindsight:
Rt =
∑
t
L(f tk)−minf
∑
t
L(f t∗).
A good decision strategy for forecasting model selection
would ensure that the regret converges fast to the optimal
choice of the forecasting model as the number of game
iterations grows. However, the underlying prediction out-
come distribution may change in the highly dynamic Bitcoin
transaction. For example, nodes with sparse connections
tend to have more transactions in the past and may tend
to stay inactive recently. Then, a good forecasting model
for such nodes in the past may not be effective now and
standard regret may not be the best measure of performance.
Consequently, we extend the definition of regret to the max-
imum regret it achieves over any contiguous time interval:
DRt = supI=|r,s|⊆|T |{
∑s
t=r
L(f tk)−minf
∑s
t=r
L(f t∗)}.
Algorithm 1 Multiplicative Model Updates
1: Let St be the set of forecasting models at time 1 ≤ t ≤ T .
Initialize p0 = 1K0 where K
0 = |S0|. For any t, pt is a
model selection distribution over forecasting model set
St.
2: for t=1 in T do do
3: ∀k ∈ St, the choice of forecasting model is determined
by the performance of the models in previous interval.
The choice of the forecasting model in the current
interval is computed as f t =
∑
k∈Kt p
tf tk.
4: when the forecasting cost L(f t) is observed, the
model selection distribution is updated for k ∈ St:
pt+1k =
ptke
−αL(ftk)∑
j∈St p
t
je
−αL(ftj )
5: add new models. Set p¯t+1k to
1
t+1 and for i 6= t +
1, p¯t+1i = (1− (t+ 1)−1)pt+1i
6: remove low-quality models. Update St to St+1 after
adding new models. Then for all i ∈ St,
pˆt+1k =
pt+1k∑
j∈St+1 p
t+1
j
.
7: end for
According to [38], for exp-concave loss functions, an
algorithm given Rt regular regret in the fixed environment
will have a
DRt ≤ Rt log t+O( 1
α
log2 t)
in the changing environment. We say a loss function is exp-
concave if the function e−L is concave. Similar to the uni-
versal portfolio selection [43], we set the exp-concave loss
function as L(f) = −log(f ∗ rt) where rt is a non-negative
return vector which measures the ratio of the forecasting
performance at t to the forecasting performance at t − 1
for the corresponding model. To choose amongst different
forecasting models, we apply a well studied Multiplicative
Weights method [44] and name the model selection proce-
dure at each forecasting period interval as Multiplicative
Model Updates. Algorithm 1 gives a sketch of the model se-
lection idea. Line 3 choose the forecasting model according
to the forecast performance of the models in the ensemble in
previous interval. The choice of the forecasting model in the
current interval is computed as f t =
∑
k∈Kt p
tf tk. Line 4 in-
dicates that when the forecasting cost L(f t) is revealed, we
will use the observed forecasting results to update the model
selection distribution of model k: pt+1k =
ptke
−αL(ftk)∑
j∈St p
t
je
−αL(ft
j
)
.
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Fig. 10: Transaction forecasting accuracy using portfolio ensemble
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Fig. 11: Transaction forecasting f1 using portfolio ensemble
Line 5 adds new models into the ensemble with p¯t+1k =
1
t+1
and set p¯t+1i = (1 − (t + 1)−1)pt+1i for i 6= t + 1. Line 6
remove the models that show poor forecasting performance
in previous intervals and update St to St+1 after adding
new models. Then for all i ∈ St, pˆt+1k = p
t+1
k∑
j∈St+1 p
t+1
j
.
The low quality in Line 6 refers to the model with low
forecast accuracy. At each forecasting time, the choice of
the forecasting model is determined by the performance,
i.e., the prediction accuracy of the models in the previous
interval. We remove some models of low quality and add
new models to capture and to deal with the dynamics
of the Bitcoin graph. Our initial results are conducted by
removing the model with the lowest forecast accuracy and
add one by setting its model selection distribution according
to Algorithm 1 line 5.
Following the Multiplicative Model Updates algorithm,
we construct a portfolio selection ensemble to decide which
forecasting model to use at each query. We generate the
working model set by constructing forecasting models using
different embedding features. The embedding is generated
from graphs using different time-decay factors and has
different starting points. The idea of using different decay
factors is originated from the observation that the life span
of addresses is very different. While each feature graph is
at best in capturing some kinds of transaction patterns, e.g.,
connectivity, transaction amount, or some hidden features,
which feature graph best preserves transaction patterns is
highly dependent on data. A continuously active address
would require a long decay factor while a one-time trans-
action address should have a short decay factor. Since the
best transaction pattern-preserving scale can not be known
beforehand, we inject multiple time-decay factors to pro-
duce node embedding and construct transaction forecasting
models. To be specific, we apply time-decay factors of 0.25
and 0.75 in addition to 0.5 on the transaction amount graph.
The idea of choosing different starting points is based on
the existence of local transaction patterns. As illustrated
in Figure 2, sender-receiver pairs with a large number of
Bitcoins are more frequent in some periods than in other
periods.
The accuracy and f1-score measurement in Figure 10
and Figure 11 confirms our analysis that different time-
decay factors in the transaction amount graph would cap-
ture different transaction patterns and no extracted trans-
action feature would always outperform other features in
the transaction forecasting task. Due to the high Bitcoin
transaction dynamics, we observe that the graph with a long
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time-decay factor is less efficient as both the accuracy and f-1
score of the forecasting model constructed with a long time-
decay factor graph are relatively lower when compared with
forecasting models built upon other graphs. Although the
ensemble cannot always maintain a forecasting performance
as best as the best single model in the working model set,
the results indicate that the ensemble would ensure us not to
choose the worst decision-maker sequentially. Meanwhile,
when each single forecasting vector may suffer from low (or
high) accuracy and high (or low) f-1 score, the portfolio-
based ensemble would keep both accuracy and f-1 score
competitive.
6 CONCLUSION
We have presented DLForecast − a Bitcoin transaction
forecast system, which leverages deep neural networks to
learn Bitcoin transaction network representations. This pa-
per makes three unique contributions. First, we analyzed the
Bitcoin transaction data by exploring their transaction-based
connectivity patterns and their transaction amount patterns.
Second, we constructed a time-decayed reachability graph
and a time-decayed transaction pattern graph to extract spa-
tial and temporal features of Bitcoin transaction dynamics.
Third but not the least, we learn Bitcoin transaction patterns
through node embedding by mapping each of the con-
structed graphs into a low-dimension representation vec-
tor space. Through iterative network embedding training,
we build a deep neural network-based Bitcoin transaction
forecasting model, which is capable of making predictions
on the transaction patterns between user accounts based on
historical transactions and the built-in time-decaying factor.
Evaluated on real-world Bitcoin transactions, we showed
that our spatial-temporal forecasting model is efficient with
fast runtime, effective with forecasting accuracy over 60%,
and it improves the prediction performance by 50% when
compared to the forecasting model built on the static graph.
In addition to deploying DLForecast for Bitcoin trans-
action forecasting, the proposed system can also be used
to detect and identify certain interesting transaction behav-
iors, e.g., some accounts may exhibit short term absence
or presence in their history of transactions. DLForecast
can additionally be used to monitor legitimate transactions
and identify illicit actors in the crypto space. Even though
Bitcoin transactions include no personally identifiable in-
formation about users, such as names, addresses, or social
security numbers, the dynamic graphs constructed by the
DLForecast system can be used to connect multiple trans-
actions to the same account. Thus, such dynamic graphs
can be utilized for identifying certain behavior patterns of
a single address, such as long term transaction of a small
amount of Bitcoins and a sudden large amount transaction,
and for associating such transaction behavior with some
real-world events or timeline, which may assist the law
enforcement to track those transactions made by illicit actors
(dark marketplaces, ransomware operators, fraudsters) and
to identify those transactions made by legitimate actors (e.g.,
regulated exchanges, merchants, wallet services). Another
interesting utility of DLForecast is to look into those cases
where a transaction happens when the forecasting model
predicts such a transaction as unlikely to happen for a given
period. Although DLForecast is developed for analyzing
and predicting Bitcoin transactions, the proposed system
and algorithms developed can be applied to a range of
cryptocurrencies and blockchain-based assets, such as those
for storing financial records or any other data where an
audit trail is required because every change is tracked and
permanently recorded on a distributed and public ledger.
The proposed system can help reducing compliance costs
and monitoring and detecting criminal or illegal activities.
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